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Abstract. This paper introduces the first ontological modeling environment for planning Knowledge Discovery (KDD) workflows. We use ontological reasoning combined with AI planning techniques to automatically generate workflows for solving Data Mining (DM) problems. The KDD researchers can easily model not only their DM and preprocessing operators but also their DM tasks, that are used to guide the workflow generation.

1 Introduction

Current DM-Suites support the user only with the manual creation of KDD workflows, but this is time consuming and requires experience and knowledge about the DM operators as well as the DM-Suites. Over the course of time several people have tried to build systems that can automate this process[1, 2, 11]. These approaches have shown that AI planning is a way of supporting the user with automatically generated workflows. But modeling for planning is difficult as well since one has to describe the DM domain in terms of operations that can be applied. To our knowledge none of these systems contain a model of the operators of a state-of-the-art DM-Suites nor are they publicly available.

In this paper we present eProPlan, the first ontology-based Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for planning applications. Together with the DMWF-DMO (Data Mining WorkFlow-Ontology) and over 100 modeled RapidMiner operators it is the first publicly available planner for planning DM workflows. We also defined a programming interface (IDA-API), such that generated workflows can be delivered directly to DM-Suites like RapidMiner or general Service-Workflow engines like Taverna [6].

In Section 2 we present the architecture of our system, Section 3 describes the steps and audience of the demonstration, we conclude with a short discussion of innovations of eProPlan over related work in Section 4.

2 eProPlan Architecture

The system comprises several Protégé 4 [9] plugins, that allow the users to describe and solve DM problems. By using the public-domain ontology-editor Protégé 4 as the base environment we exploit the advantages of an ontology as a formal model for the domain knowledge. But instead of over-using the ontological inferences for planning (as done in [3, 12]) we decided to extend the ontological formalism with the main components of a plan, namely operator conditions & effects for classic planning and tasks & methods for Hierarchical Task Network (HTN) planning [10].

DMO is our DM-Ontology. It consists of two main parts: The DMWF [7] which contains IO-objects, operators, goals, tasks and methods as well as the decomposition of tasks into methods and operators. The DMWF is used by the AI-planner. The DMOP [4] focuses on the operators’ features and is used by the probabilistic-planner to optimize the plans generated by the AI-planner.

eProPlanI is our reasoner plugin, i.e. the interface of our reasoner & planner for Protégé. It combines ontological reasoning and HTN-planning. Other plugins (like eProPlanP) rely on it since they retrieve and display useful information about the DM process (operators and their applicability). eProPlanO is an editor for operators. Operators have conditions and effects expressed in an extended SWRL language [5] as shown in [7]. Our customized tab displays for each operator its conditions and effects (both current and inherited), only current conditions and effects can be edited. We extended the SWRL editor from Protégé 4 and built our own editor that has a syntax checker and a variable binding checker.

eProPlanM provides the support for HTN modeling as a task/method editor, users can define their own task/method decompositions. Methods and tasks’ modeling – consists of three steps and is managed by a customized tab with three class views. The first view presents a tree with the decomposition of tasks into methods, methods into tasks and operators classes. The user can easily add/delete new tasks and methods as well as specify their decomposition into subtasks. The next view displays the conditions and contributions for methods. The third view shows the method bindings for a selected method.

eProPlanG represents a DM-task specification editor. It enables the user to specify the input data as well as describe the DM-task she wants to solve in terms of main goals and optional subgoals the planner has to reach.

eProPlanP is the support for workflow execution and visualization. It has mainly two functionalities: provides the user a step-by-step planner – it displays applicable operators for a data set and can apply them, and shows all the plans for a specific DM task.

IDA-API is the programming interface to the reasoner & planner used to build Intelligent Discovery Assistants (IDA) based on the services of the planner. Within the e-Lico project Rapid-I is currently using this API to integrate the planner into the leading open-source DM-Suite RapidMiner, such that RapidMiner users can get automatically generated DM workflows to execute them there.
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Figure 1: (a) eProPlan architecture (b) The services of the planner

The complete system will have the services displayed in Figure 1b which are developed as part of the e-Lico project. Currently the AI planner’s services are available, the other two parts are under development.

3 Demonstration

The demonstration will cover the whole life-cycle of DM-workflow planning from modeling data sets, preprocessing- and DM-operators, DM-goals and task/method decompositions, via testing the model in eProPlan by entering specific goals and getting the DMWF-meta-data description of concrete data sets from a data analysis service, to the generation of complete DM-workflows within eProPlan and within RapidMiner, where the generated workflows can be executed.

The demo is of interest for the KDD researchers as well as for the KDD practitioners. Researchers may want to model their own operators to be used in generated workflows. An advanced usage scenario is that researchers model their own task/method decompositions, e.g. to let the planner generate systematic experiments to be executed by a DM-Suite. DM-Suite developers may be interested in the services the system can add to their suite. Practitioners can get an impression of how future systems can support them in their daily work of doing DM projects. An extended description of the system and how it is used for auto-experimentation is available in [8].

4 Conclusions

There are many attempts at automating the generation of KDD workflows: Žáková et. al [12] automatically generate workflows using a knowledge ontology and a planning algorithm based on the FastForward system. However, they only return the shortest workflow with the smallest number of processing steps – no alternatives are generated. IDEA [1], the Intelligent Discovery Assistant (IDA), provides users with systematic enumerations of valid DM processes. It is based on an ontology of DM operators that guides the workflow composition and contains heuristics for the ranking of different alternatives. CITRUS [11] consists of an IDA which offers user-guidance through mostly a manual process of building the workflows. It uses planning for plan decomposition and refinement.

Similar to IDEA our system also provides many plans. We believe that this is a necessary condition as the system may not know all the tradeoffs between operators and/or the user’s desiderata. Also, as far as we know, ePropPlan is the first and only KDD workflow planner that combines this ability with an integrated Planning Development Environment, can be easily integrated into existing DM suites through its IDA-API, as it is publicly available.
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